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1> In the classic story, Jack and the beanstalk, what does Jack trade to get the
magic beans?
a. A chicken
b. A cow
c. A goat
d. A horse
2> Rumpelstiltskin has a magic skill. What does he do to help the young girl?
a. Changes the girl into a bird
b. Hides the girl from a wolf
c. Spins straw into gold
d. Talks to the dragon
3> What is the name of Hansel's sister?
a. Isabelle
b. Gretel
c. Mary
d. Emma
4> The pied piper is hired by which town?
a. Hamelin
b. Gloucester
c. London
d. Stonehenge
5> Where is Rapunzel being held captive?

a. In a dungeon
b. In the witch's House
c. In a tower
d. In a cave
6> In the story the ugly duckling turns into a beautiful bird. What kind of bird
does he become?
a. A Swan
b. A peacock
c. A dove
d. A Parrot
7> What is hidden under the Princess' mattress, which is supposed to prove she
is really a princess?
a. An apple
b. A gold crown
c. A pea
d. A penny
8> In the classic tale the Brave Tin Soldier, who does the soldier fall in love with?
a. A ballerina
b. A fairy
c. A mermaid
d. A Princess
9> In the classic version of the tale Beauty and the Beast, what does the young
girl ask her father to bring her?
a. A necklace
b. A rose
c. A ring
d. A pair of slippers
10> In the tale Little Red Riding Hood, what kind of animal attacks the girl?
a. A troll
b. A dragon
c. A wolf

d. A witch
11> In the classic tale, The Fisherman and his wife, who grants the fisherman the
wishes?
a. An elf
b. A fish
c. A fairy
d. A genie
12> In the story, The Brave Little Tailor, the tailor says that he killed seven in one
blow! What did he kill?
a. Giants
b. Flies
c. Trolls
d. Rats
13> In the tale, The Wolf and the Seven Kids, what does the wolf put on his paws
to trick the kids?
a. Paint
b. Sugar
c. Flour
d. Chalk
14> In story Sleeping Beauty, what causes the princess to fall asleep?
a. Being bitten by a spider
b. Pricking her finer on a spindle
c. Eating an apple
d. Opening a bottle of perfume
15> In the tale about the golden goose, the goose does not lay golden eggs.
What makes this goose golden?
a. It talks
b. Its Beak
c. Its feathers
d. It has a golden nest

Answers:
1> A cow - Jack's mother is extremely upset with the trade and throws the beans
out the window.
2> Spins straw into gold - The girl's father told the King she could spin straw into
gold.
3> Gretel - Hassel and Gretel defeat the witch in the woods.
4> Hamelin - The piper is hired to rid the town of rats.
5> In a tower - The prince climbs into the tower using Rapunzel's hair as a rope.
6> A Swan - Hans Christen Anderson wrote the Ugly Duckling.
7> A pea - The pea is placed under a pile of mattresses. Only a real princess
would be able to feel a pea.
8> A ballerina - This tale was written by Hans Christen Anderson.
9> A rose - The father picks the rose from the beast's garden.
10> A wolf - A huntsman rescues little red.
11> A fish - This tale teaches a lesson about being greedy.
12> Flies - At the end of the story, the tailor marries the princess.
13> Flour - The youngest kid hides and does not get eaten by the wolf.
14> Pricking her finer on a spindle - The princess will not wake up until a prince
kisses her.
15> Its feathers - The boy who finds the goose takes it to the castle where he is
able to make the sad princess laugh.
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